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Therapeutic Value
● Green Atmosphere - Many studies have shown that natural atmospheres, including plants and 

greenery are good at combating mental disturbances and improving senses 
● Self-Efficacy - The responsibility of taking care of something living helps individuals with 

confidence and self-efficacy, which also leads to improved mental health
● Relaxation - Planting and Maintaining plants is meditative and relaxing
● Health Benefits - Plants can purify the air inside of a home, remove moisture and certain plants 

have direct medicinal properties
● Edible Treats - Herbs and other plants can be great additions to any recipe and certain inDoor 

plants can be used just by themselves for a natural and healthy edible treat
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Maintenance



Air Purifying Plants



Air Purifying Plants Benefits
● They work to remove indoor air pollutants
● They work to convert carbon Dioxide to Oxygen
● Can Increase energy efficiency in smart homes 

that use solar energy
● Can help remove airborne Microbes
● Decrease risk of respiratory illness



Types of Succulents



Succulent Benefits
● Succulents are easy
● You can create a cost effective green space using 

succulents
● Succulents do not require much water so they are 

great for people who travel for extended periods of 
time

● Succulents are great for people who want the 
Therapeutic aspect of plants but do not want 
increased responsibility



Types of 
Edible 
Plants



Edible Plants Benefits
● The most Known indoor Edible Plants are Herbs, there are a large 

variety of herbs that can be used in order to flavor a variety of 
different dishes

● There are also plants with natural medicinal properties that can be 
grown indoor and used throughout their growth period

● Certain herbs (Lavender Particularly) have relaxing properties when 
converted to oils and when their smells are released



Types of Moisture 
ABsorbing Plants



Moisture Absorbing Plants Benefits
● Decreasing Moisture Levels in Rooms like Bathrooms and 

Basements
● Decrease Occurrence of Mold in Living Spaces
● Decrease indoor Humidity
● Reduce Condensation on Windows, Mirrors and other glass 

surfaces



Easiest-To-Care-For 
Plants



Low Maintenance Plant Benefits
● Low Maintenance impossible-to-kill plants are great for beginner plant owners 

who don’t have experience with indoor plants
● They typically can survive in a variety of climates and still flourish
● They are also great for individuals who can often forget to water their plants
● There are a variety of sizes of low maintenance plants so they can fit a variety of 

spaces



The Plant Picking Questions
How Much Space do 
you have for your 
Plant to Grow?

What is the Average 
Humidity and 

Temperature in your 
Home?

How often will 
your Plant Be left 
for an extended 
period of time?

How Much Sunlight 
do you get in the 
room your plant 
will be housed?



Indoor Plant Summary
● Indoor Plants have many benefits and they can be 

customized to each individual
● Snake Plants and Spider Plants are two of my favorites, 

they are both easy to grow and can survive in a variety of 
environments

● Beginner supplies can be purchased off amazon and I get 
many of my plants from Home Depot, they are doing 
curbside Pick-up

● Don’t Forget to HAVE FUN and be proud of your work!
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